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Following is a verbatim trenslation of an article entitled
"The Use of the Forces and Means of Aerial Reconnaissance", by
Colonel G. Yeletskikh. This article appeared in issue 6(61) of
1961 of a special version of the Soviet journal Military Thought
which is clasaified SECRET by the Soviets and is published
irregularly.
Issue 6(61) was sent to press on 7 December 1961.
Comment: Military /11221031 is published by the USSR
mmulsTry or Defense in three versions, e1assifie4 RESTRICTED, SECRET,
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the end of 1961, 61 issues had been published, 6 of them during 1961.
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C044ERTS OH A PREVIOUS ARTICLE
"The Uee of the Forces and Means of Aerial Reconnaissance"
by
Colonel O. Yeletskikh

In modern highlymobile nuclear/missile aarfare, aerial
reconnaissance will have considerable importance. This, apparently,
explains the attention whiChis given to the investigation of the
state of aerial reconnaissance by OUT ailitary press. In particular,
Colonel F. Yeremenkcein his article, "The Reconnaissance of Objectives
for Strikes by Nuclear/Rissile Weapons in an Offensive Operation by a
Combined-Arms Army"* dwelt in detail on an analysis of the forces and
means of aerial reconnaissance and expressed his viewpoint on its role
in supporting an offensive operation by a coMbined-arms army. We cannot agree with some of the author's conclusions. For example, he ccnsiders
that the reconnaissance of objectives in a large area within a short .
time should be carried out by the reconnaissance aviation of an army,
con.sisting of piloted and pilotless means, and suggests that within
a combined-arms erAy there should be an independent (otdelnyy) army
reconnaissance aviation regiment, made up of two squadrons of tactical
reconnaissance aircraft and one squadron of artillery fire-directing
aircraft, an independent reconnaissance squadron of pilotless aircraft
or missiles, and an independent reconnaissance squadron of helicopters.
The author thus proposes to include the forces of aerial reconnaissance
in the compoeition of combined ..arma armies and, consequently, to use
them in a front in a decentralised manner.
However, the dispersal of aerial reconnaissance forces among
combined-arms armies will hinder their concentration along the main
axis of combat operations and viii require considerably larger forces
thin if they were used in a centralized manner, while the problems of
their basing and ssupply,of the conbat support of reconnaissance aviation
•••••■•••■••■••■••■■•■•■••■••••••■••••••••■•••••••••••■•
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units (eubunits),and of the processing of reconnaissance datepwiL
become considerably more complex. It is enough to say that the
supply of a reconealasance altlAtiOU unit (subunit) requires about
10 thouaand item (nementlatura) of aviation-technical materiel,
the storage and treneportaticm of which will burden the rear street
of a combined-erms army considerably.
To oer opinion, the entire reconnaissance and artillery firedirecting aviation of a front, equipped with pilotec: aircraft and
winged udesiles (kryleteya rakete), shoald be included in the
compoeitlon of the air arme of the front. It is advisable to subordinate the artillery fire-lirecting aviation tegiment (or lodepeneent artillery fire-directing squadrons) operationally to the
cemmandee or miasile troops and artillery cf the front. A part
of the resources of the tactical reconnaissance forces (up to 50
peref:ht;, in. our view, may be assigned in the course of combat operations to the tenk and combined-arme armies, especially to thoee
which ere operating aleng the min axie, separated from the main
forces of the front. The centralized use of aerial reconnaissance
forces, with the assignment
•
of part of the resources of tactical
reconnaissance to combined-arme and tank. armiea,eliminates the
shortcomings mentioned above, which are inherent in decentralized
control, end conforee to the highest degree to the character of
modern combat and operations.
1 two-stage command-staff
ixperience gained in thfiNK7-43
exercine conducted in July 1960 gave precise confirmation of the
advisability of centralize useofalltbeaerial reconnaissance forcee.
During the exercise, the direction of aerial reconnaissance was
cerriel out by the intelligence directorate of the front through
the reconnaissance e.e..eee t4 L.. e headquarters of the'air army.
Reconnaissance eviation regimeete of tactical aviation were used to
conduct reconnaissance on behalf of the command of the ground troops.
The activities of the operational reconnaissance aviation regiment
and of the combet aviation reconnaissance squadrons were directed by
the headquarters of the air army. Included in the air army on each
side in the exercise were one reconnaissance aviation regiment of
tactical reconnaissance and one regiment of operational reconnaissance.
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Tbe assignment of a part of the resaerces of reconnaissance
aviation to conbined-arms and tank armies increases the role and
in the organization of aerstaffs
the responsibility of their
ial reconnaissance. They must utuermine and ensign missions for
atrial reconnaissance correctly. For this purpooe it is necessary
to have suitable means of communicationsat combined-args headquarterar as well as coded naps and radio-signal tables coordinated
with the headquarters of the air army.
The missile troops of a front and of the eorbined-armw armies
have become the main consumers of reconnaissance data in a front
operation. Thus, during the exercise mentioned above,the total of
flights made for aerial reconnaissance purposes was made up. as
follows: On behalf of the missile troops - 65 to 70 percent; of
the ground troops - 20 to 22 percent; of aviation - 8 to 10 percent.
As we know themissile troops need the coordinate a of targetsl and apecisl
photugrammetric centers may be established to determine these. In a
number of exercises, these centers were organized and attached to
operational reconnaissance regiments. In a center were included representatives of the commander of missile troops and artillery of the
front, and representatives of the topcsraphicdelertment. The former
bad direct communicationswith their headquarters.
In our view, the arrangement for organazing the collection and
processing of reconnaissance data with onJy one photogrannetric center
is far from perfect. It provides only for the establishment of coordinates and for the processing of reconnaissance information obtained by
the crews of the operational reconnaissance regiment. However, the
tactical reconnaissance regiments and the artillery fire-directing
regiment obtain considerably more reconnaissaece information. We therefore consider that it is advisable to establish photogrammetric centers
with these regiments, to Include representatives of the combined-arms
armies in whose zones a particular regiment is conducting reconnoissance.
With the aim of reducing, in every May possible, the time it takes
to deliver reconnaissance data to the echelons concerned, the following
measures may be recommended:-

-- the reception of aerial reconnaissance data (and firstly of
tactical data) dirzetly from the reconnaissance aircraft by all the
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headquarters of the grgandtroope concerned)
the Organisation or .dtrect lines of,communicationsbetween
d - nce directorate of the front,
reconnalsaarce unite and thv
ar:4's.headquartere, end the
the reconnuissence beCtiCg i 01 'LlA.

combined-aree armies, using security devices (apperatura 7..48ek1echlaakv)
and facsimile telegraph)
aircraft
lit5iaon
.. the extensive uae of helicopters and of
for the immediate delivery of photographic documents to the headquarters
concerned.
The highly dynamic nature of combat operations requires the use of
high.speed, high-perform/lace procesaing equipment which is easily transportable, for the initial procesaing of reconnaissance information. The
system for collecting and propessing reconnoissance data must be automated to the maximum degree. This can be achieved by the employment of
electronic computers (elektroonaya vychialitelneya machine).
Colonel F. Yeremenko'e proposal on the conduct of tactical aerial
reconnaissance by single eircraft t instead of by pairs of aircraftpalso
needs eome elaboration.

Aerial reconnaissance mey be carried out by using single-seat fighter
aircraft singly, in pairs, or in small groups. It lo advisable to conduct
reconnaissance with a single aircraft in daytime in difficult meteorological conditions, i.e.pithen a supperting (vedomyy)aircreft is unable to
follow the leading aircraft.

Por the present, ourbasic tactical reionnalseanee aircraft is still
the M1G-1,R bin, whose maximua speed is leas than half the speed of the
best fighter aircraft of our probable enemies'. A very import/let factor
of successful reconnaissance for the crews of these aircraft is observation
of the situation in the sir. In a flight by two aircrafti this task in

mainly performed by the supporting aircraftpbecause the pilot of a single-

seat aircraft is unable to observe the situation in the air and at the
same time to pilot his aircraft, keep his bearings, carry out reconnaissance,
and maintain radio communicatiOns. eingle-engined aircraft therefore
usually carry out reconnalesanee in pairs, although 10 daytime, under normal meteorolOgical conditions, and with strong opposition from enemy fighter
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planes, it may be performed by flights (zveno), or even, sometimeL,
by large groups.
In conclusion, there are two further points in the article of
Colonel F. Yeremenko which, in our opinion, need elaboration.
It is stated on page 73 that the accuracy with which the coordinates of objectives (targets) reconnoitered by air observation
can be determined, may vary between .5 and 1 km, while for the destruction of an objective by missiles at a distance of 80 L—?.7 to
100 km, its coordinates mnst be determined with an accuracy of 50
to 60 meters. We consider that the capabilities of sir observation
in obtaining coordinates of objectives have been diminished approximately three times, while the accuracy required (50 to 60m) has been
increased by as much: Experience of the work of a number of aviation units
proves that, after a certain aMount of training, 437CW13 are able to determine the coordinates of targets visually with an accuracy of 100 to 300
meters. As for the accuracy necessary in the determination of coordinates for operational-tactical missiles, this is between 150 and
200 meters rather than between 50 and 60.
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